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 326.	Sa-rdar Ujjal Singh :   In answer to a certain
question you said that you are adopting some measures
to check the overbearing attitude of the police force.
Have you noticed any appreciable improvement in
this attitude ? — I think there is an improvement.
 327.	Chaudhri   Zafruttah   Khan :    What   is   the
present pay of the police constable in the ordinary
grade ? — He starts on Rs. 17 and goes to Rs. 20 and
when he goes to the selection grade he goes up to Rs. 28. This is the pay ordinarily in the districts. But this varies. In Lahore for instance the pay of a constable begins at Rs. 22.
 328.	What is the average number in an ordinary
policeman's family ? — I am afraid I could not tell
you, three children probably.
 329.	Do you   not  think  that  corruption  in  the
lowest ranks might be due to the fact that Rs. 17 per
mensem does not furnish a living wage ? — -Rs.   17
per mensem is no doubt a very tight fit for a man to
feed his family and provide clothes.    It is certainly
open to the construction that you put on it.
 330.	Since when has the pay been raised to Rs. 17 ?
—I think it was in 1920.
 331.	Where   does   the   sub-inspector   start ? — He
starts on Rs. 80 and goes on by increments up to
Rs. 160.
 332.	And the inspector ? — He starts from 180 and
goes on to Rs. 300.
 333.	Does the Rs. 80 for the sub-inspector include
his horse allowance ? — He has a horse allowance in
addition.
 334.	Corruption is one thing.    Are there frequent
complaints  of  torture   during   investigation ? — Not
now as there used to be.    They do occur.
 335.	They still occur ? — Yes, they do still occur.
 336.	In one or two cases it has been alleged that
the men died under torture ? — There was one case.
You are probably alluding to a Wazirabad case.
" 337. What steps are being taken to obviate that kind of thing ? — Those men are sent up for trial.
 338.	I  am not referring to particular instances.
What  steps   are  taken" to  make  them  impossible
generally ? — To punish it when it is discovered.
 339.	But does it not happen that when cases go
into  court,   cases  of  allegations of torture   against
police officers, in a very large number of cases there
are acquittals ? — A very large number of allegations
are false.    They are merely introduced by a trick of
the counsel.    To impugn an investigation it is a very
common thing to make allegations of torture, and it
Is really more common among the really hardened
criminal classes.    The habitual  criminal is  almost
bound to allege  torture   when   he   goes   into   the
court.
 340.	I put another aspect of the case to you.    Do
you not think that your ordinary sub-inspector who
has got to investigate these cases — cases  even  of
murder — ha's got very little detective training and
therefore he has got to resort to the direct method ?—
Not the sub-inspector.
341 . What kind of detective brain does "the sub-inspector get in order to detect crime ? — Of course he has the particular brain that God has given him. We cannot take any steps in that direction. I agree that the detective brain is a peculiar kind of brain. We take in a number of men. They have not all got that detective brain. We cannot help that. We can train it to a certain extent.
342. What is the detective training which is given to station house officers ? — First his training is of course at PhiUaur where he learns the principles, and he has observation classes and he is taught the ordinary methods of investigation. Then he goes out to the districts and is trained under another sub-inspector who is a qualified and reasonably expert detective officer himself. He goes about with this officer on investigations,- and that is the way he becomes in due course a fair investigating officer. In five or ten years an ordinary man becomes a varv fair investigating officer. There is the man who is naturally a good detective officer, and there is the man who will never be.*
 
 343.	How long is the training at Phillaur ?—One
year.
 344.	During which observation classes occupy how
much time ?—Observation classes go on practically
every day of the working days,    I cannot give you
the aqtual hours.
 345.	In   addition   to   observation   classes   is   any
police officer or any class of police officers trained
in a more technical kind of detective work ?    For
instance, you detect by the identifying marks made
by thumb impressions, by following any clues that
might be furnished  ey smell or other things that
might be left on the scene of the occurrence.    You
analyse   blood   marks ?—They   are   not   chemists.
They cannot analyse.    We have a gentleman who is
known as the Imperial serologist.    All such marks
are sent to him for examination.    They are all trained
in finger prints—the whole lot.
 346.	Is there any training given in photography, so
that if a sub-inspector wants to preserve the con
dition of the place or person where or in regard to
whom an offence has been committed he can do so ?—
We have a photographic bureau of our own, and a
good   many  sub-inspectors   do   know   photography.
It is  a hobby.    And  the services  of  local  photo
graphers are always used when necessary.
 347.	Do you think a local photographer is available
at all police stations ?—If a sub-inspector wants one
he can get one.
 348.	Dr. Narang :  I have read your memorandum,
Mr. Stead—I mean the memorandum submitted by
the police.—It is by Government.
 349.	There is a memorandum submitted  by the
police officers,  not by Government,    The Imperial
police  officers  have submitted   a memorandum.—I
have not seen it.
 350.	They have laid great emphasis on this, that
their department should not be transferred  to the
ministers.    Do you agree with them ?—I agree.
 351.	And   your   reasons ?—It   depends   on   what
exactly is meant by " transfer to ministers."
 352.	I shall explain to you.    You know there are
two sides of the Government—one reserved and the
other transferred.    There are certain subjects which
have  been  reserved  and  others  which  have  been
transferred to ministers who are responsible to the
legislative council.    Law  and  Order  have not  yet
been transferred, and yours is a department on the
security of which the maintenance of law and order
depends.    And the members of the Imperial police
service have memorialised the Commission that their
department should not be transferred to the ministers
as they fear that the police will also become a pawn
in the political game and officers will be very much
hampered in the  honest discharge of  their duty,
because if they take some action, pressure might be
brought to bear upon the minister in charge of the
police and they might get a censure which they do
not deserve and which they would not have got if
political forces had not been at work.    Do you agree
with that ?—I am not in possession, of the views of
my Government on this subject.
The Chairman : But I think you can tell us your views.
I am really giving the views of rny Government. I am not in possession of the views of ray Government on the point raised by Dr. Narang.
 354.	I appreciate you will not be giving the views
of your Government;   you were giving vour own
views.    I hope you will' give us your views.—Very
well, sir.
 355.	What is  your view ?—It depends on  who
would  be  the   minister. . If the  minister were  a
permanent Government official I should  view the
police   becoming   a   transferred   subject   with   no
apprehension.    If he were a politician,  a political
minister, I should view it with the gravest appre-
nension.
Dr. Narang: Why? He would be a politician who would be responsible, and he would be removable by a vote of censure.

